For more than 60 years, Aero Industries, Inc. has been pioneering innovative accessories for the transportation industry. We've taken that expertise and designed a rolling tarp system that outperforms any other on the market today, with an attractive appearance and increased functionality, safety, convenience and durability.

### Load & Go!

Aero’s innovative rolling tarp system, the Conestoga® XP™, offers an attractive appearance, loads easily, full protection from the elements, increases safety, covers quickly, and saves you time and money.

### Special Features

- Aero’s innovative rolling tarp system combines security and protection for loads best carried on a flatbed trailer.
- The Conestoga® XP™ transforms a flatbed into a fully covered, weatherproof van in a matter of minutes. Instead of climbing over the trailer and tying down a tarp, the Conestoga XP™ allows drivers to cover and uncover cargo in minutes as they walk alongside the trailer.

The Conestoga XP™ is the newest generation of rolling tarp systems from Aero Industries. Named after the covered wagons of early pioneers, Aero’s original Conestoga featured an innovative rolling tarp that covered and uncovered a flatbed trailer in minutes. Now, Conestoga XP™ adds many new features to improve this unique system and offers additional options.

For more than 60 years, Aero Industries, Inc. has been pioneering innovative accessories for the transportation industry. We’ve taken that expertise and designed a rolling tarp system that outperforms any other on the market today, with an attractive appearance and increased functionality, safety, convenience and durability.

### Conestoga XP

Aero Industries, Inc. has been the industry leader of cargo protection products for the transportation industry for more than 60 years. Call us today and let us show you how the Conestoga XP™ can save you time and money, and say goodbye to blood, sweat and tarps!

### Utility Trailer Manufacturing Co.

P.O. Box 1299
City of Industry, CA 91749
(626) 965-1541
FAX: (626) 965-2790
www.utilitytrailer.com
info@utilitytrailer.com
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Attractive Appearance: The panelized tarp gives an attractive, tight look, highlighted by the sleek front bulkhead.

Quick Operation: The single motion, over-center front and rear locks provide a fast solution to accessing the trailer.

Saves Time and Money: A full load can be covered in seconds. That saves time, and time is money.

Load Easiness: Tarp quickly slides into any position for easy loading and unloading.

Low Maintenance: The Conestoga® XP™ is practically maintenance-free.

Better Protection: The tarp is weatherproof and watertight, completely protecting valuable loads.

Increased Safety: The entire system is operated from the ground.

Continuous Advertising: Digital or custom painted graphics can be placed on the tarp, providing permanent advertising.

Protection of a Dry Van.
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